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 A
s cruising sailors many of us might not even contemplate 
taking part in an offshore yacht race, but the preparations 
made by the skippers taking part in the MailASail AZAB 
2019 provide important lessons for anyone planning to  
sail offshore. What kit do you really need for a safe passage? 
How much does it cost? How do you make your boat more 
seaworthy for heavy weather conditions? What do you need 
to plan for the longer offshore legs?

Since the inaugural AZAB in 1975, sponsored by Yachting Monthly, the 
Corinthian spirit of the race has endured, with seasoned racers from Falmouth 
to São Miguel’s Ponta Delgada and back happy to offer help, tips and advice  
to those taking part for the first time. It is in this spirit that four sailors, who 
were all doublehanded and taking part in their inaugural race, share the highs 
and lows of this year’s event. Volatile weather and constant headwinds made  
it one of the toughest competitions in recent memory, with two dismastings. 
Just 32 out of the 44 boats that crossed the start line made it back to Falmouth, 
having sailed a round trip of 2,500 miles.

Four sailors from the MailASail Azores and Back (AZAB) 2019  

explain how they made their cruising boats ready for offshore  

sailing and share their experiences during the race

OFFSHORE  
ADVENTURE

THE PREPARATION, THE COST AND THE REALITY



 H
aving  
retired from 
Paralympic 
sailing in  
2016, I was  
in need of a 
new challenge. 
Keen for us to 

start having adventures together, it was 
my husband, Stephen, who suggested 
that we enter the MailASail AZAB 2019. 
He had previously competed in a 
Starlight 29 in 1987, finishing 3rd 
overall, and now, 32 years later, we were 
on the start line in Shuna.

The race was a challenge for me. Until 
2018, when we competed in the Yachting 
Monthly Triangle Race, I had never been 
at sea for more than 24 hours. We 
wanted to race offshore in comfort and 
as safely as possible which meant buying 
some expensive equipment, but this was 
also an investment in our future long- 
term cruising plans. We didn’t skimp  
on provisions either, carrying 200 litres 
of water, despite our water maker, and 
175 litres of fuel, as well as stocking up 
on tinned food and snacks.  

We ran a one-hour watch system 
which would start around 2200 and 
continue until the afternoon; an unusual 
approach but it worked for us. 

The race will probably go down as one 
of the toughest, with a third of the fleet 
retiring due to breakages and the 
conditions. The weather was volatile, 
with gale-force winds during both legs, 
and our tactics were simply to 
avoid the worst of it and get 
back to the rhumb line.   

Many days were spent with 
three reefs in the main and  
a heavily furled genoa, 
preferring this to battling on 
the foredeck setting the heavy 
weather or storm jibs. Neither 
Shuna nor we had experienced 

conditions like these: 600 miles offshore 
means you are a long way from rescue 
and there is nowhere to hide. So we 
pushed hard in the lighter winds, but 
backed off in the big winds and seas.  

The Iridium Go and PredictWind 
Offshore App and the Monitor wind 
vane, nicknamed Monica, were essential. 
Monica was like a third crew member, 
steering through strong winds and rough 
seas with us keeping watch down below. 
It was a relief to finally get into the 
lighter winds of the Azores High and see 
the island of São Miguel.

We had some gear failure early in the 
first leg, which cost us time. Too far east, 
we spent most of the leg hard on the 
wind trying to get back west. We were 
disappointed with the result, but had 
learned so much.

The return leg home was a really slow 
start with very little wind, but bizarrely 
Shuna seemed to excel in these 
conditions, and after two days we were 
leading our class.

The Iriduim Go and PredictWind App 
allowed us to take advantage of some 
wind shifts and tactically positioned 
ourselves to win the return leg.

It certainly was an adventure, but  
the camaraderie of the fleet and finding 
new friends made the race something 
quite special. 

LESSONS LEARNED
• We should have added a fourth reef in 
the main sail and improved our heavy 
weather set up.
• Wind vane steering and access  
to regular weather downloads is 
essential for the race
• Chafe was our biggest problem. 
Thoroughly checking lines during the 
passage and in port is recommended.  
• Reposition halyards where possible.

OFFSHORE PREPARATION
We spent two-and-a-half years preparing 
Shuna to conform to the Offshore Racing 
Council (ORC) Category 1 requirement.
We also bought additional equipment 
and made alterations to the boat. In total, 
it cost £30,000.

Essential safety equipment, such  
as a satellite phone, liferaft, AIS 
transponder and receiver, storm jib, 
trysail and heavy weather jib, cost 
around £10,000. The race committee 
didn’t approve our Iridium Go as a 
satellite phone, but we found it essential 
for downloading weather. 

We also bought an Ocean Break 
Series Drogue, which required us to add 
two large stainless steel plates aft, a 
Monitor wind vane with emergency 
rudder and a small drogue to steer with.
Other additions included replacing the 
20-year-old standing and running 
rigging; new main, genoa and 
asymmetric sails, fitting solar panels and 
a wind generator. We made the first 1.5 m 
section of Shuna’s bow into a watertight 
compartment to act as a collision bow.
We upgraded our genoa car system from 
pin stop to towable system, increased 
the purchase in the mainsail traveller and 
doubled up on the genoa cheek blocks, 
allowing us to easily change the sheeting 
position when furling the genoa.  
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HELENA 
LUCAS
WESTERLY OCEAN 33, 
SHUNA
 
Position in race:  
3rd in Class 3
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ADVENTURE

RIGHT: Helena Lucas  
found the Monitor  
windvane invaluable

Helena Lucas wished
she had put a fourth
reef in the main
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 B
ack when I bought 
my boat in 2009, 
yacht racing was  
an unattainable, 
time-consuming 
activity. It wasn’t a 
place for women 
like me. But after 

crewing in the 2012 Yachting Monthly 
Triangle Race, I was determined to 
bring my Dehler 36CWS up to ORC 
Category 2 and have a go. Three triangle 
races later and my co-skipper Marina 
Foti and I were ready for the MailASail 
AZAB 2019. 

The first four days of the race were 
uneventful, spent making the boat move 
in the best direction and at the best 
speed possible whilst maintaining the 
Boogie Nights rule: People first, boat 
second, race third. 

Then came Force 8 conditions, which 
Boogie Nights took like a trooper. Even 
the monster wave that nearly knocked 
us down didn’t faze us. A day of calm 
and drying the boat out and we were 
back to champagne sailing on day seven. 
We were over two thirds of the way there 
and flying along in a Force 5-6. 

The sea state was smooth, the 
temperature rising. Music wafted out  
of the cockpit 
speakers. Watch 
changeovers were 
flexible and we 
switched places 
around 2220. I looked 
at the reefed sails, 
checking trim against 
speed, then BANG. 
The whole rig 
immediately toppled 
sideways like a felled 
tree. Alarmed, Marina 
appeared in the 
companionway. 

I pressed the  
DSC alert button 
automatically on the 
external radio control, 
but looking at the 

LESSONS LEARNED:
• A secure tool bag when scrambling 
around a slippery deck at night would 
have been useful.
• Contact details for Falmouth 
Coastguard are now stuck above the 
chart table, with my MMSI and call sign. 
• Natural instincts took over when we 
dismasted and there was no panic or 
irrational fear. In fact, as perverted as it 
sounds I really enjoyed making the jury 
rig and collecting the fuel. 

OFFSHORE 
PREPARATION
ORC Category 2 is easy  
to achieve but Category 1 
requires a little more  

effort and I found keeping a book of 
compliance helped. Consider borrowing 
expensive items such as satellite 
phones and appropriately sized storms 
sails to keep costs down.

Take suitable tools for every 
adjustment or repair you need to do. 
Rather than plan for the unexpected, 
plan for the unwanted. What situation 
would you not want to be in? Now think 
how and what you’d need to solve it.
I carry a large inventory aboard  
Boogie Nights which includes: a 
cordless drill, screwdrivers and 
spanners, fuses, a long-handled manual 
cable/steel wire cutter, snap shackles 
and enough spare ropes to replace  
at least one reef line, at least one spare 
halyard and eight sheets that can be 
re-purposed elsewhere.

For me, the race was an expensive 
experience, one that I will financially 
struggle to recover from well beyond 
the next four-year race cycle. 

remains of the mast, it was clear the 
aerial was now 10m under water. 

I fired off a full Mayday voice alert  
on handheld VHF and paused. Radio 
silence. I repeated the process once 
more. Still radio silence. 

Now in her life jacket, Marina was 
passing up the safety gear, such as cable 
cutters and personal tethers. 

I needed to inform Falmouth 
Coastguard but was unable to find their 
number so called my parents to ask for a 
Mayday relay. 

We were halfway through cutting away 
the rig when we were hailed on the 
handheld VHF, the boat ahead having 
heard my Mayday. We severed and 
salvaged as much as we could before 
casting away the entire mast, 
boom, sails and furler to prevent 
us being holed. It was less than 
six years old and had been well 
maintained. It had snapped just 
above the first spreader. 

We were 360 miles from  
São Miguel and a calculation  
of fuel showed we were shy of 
around 20 litres to get there. A 
passing container ship, MSC Rachele, 
dropped us 60 litres of diesel.

I made a jury rig by lashing two 
spinnaker poles 
together and securing 
them to the chain-
plates using the 
original toggles. Using 
the trysail upside 
down we motorsailed 
at 6 knots. Four days 
later we arrived at 
Ponta Delgada.

Would I do the 
AZAB again? I’m not 
sure. I still need to  
get a new rig sent out 
to the Azores where 
Boogie Nights is 
stranded, sail back  
in spring 2020,  
and attempt to get to 
the start line of the 
next triangle race. 

JAYNE 
TOYNE
DEHLER 36CWS  

BOOGIE NIGHTS

Position in race:  
Retired after dismasting
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Boogie Nights at the start

The  jury rig was 
lashed to the chain
plates (right) and fed
through standard 
sheet blocks to the
sheet winches



I 
spent  
most of 
2018 racing  
solo in  
the Golden 
Globe Race (GGR), so it  
was a different experience 
racing double-handed. 

Mark Slats and I discussed racing 
together in the MailASail AZAB 2019 
while talking on the radio in the 
Southern Ocean during the GGR.

Preparing Maverick meant there 
wasn’t much time for the social activities 
organised by the Royal Cornwall Yacht 
Club race committee. Every boat was 
inspected this year, which previously 
hadn’t been the case, and the committee 
was incredibly thorough.

The passage to the Azores saw lots  
of headwinds, but still several days with 
the kite-up. During the last 24 hours 
approaching São Miguel, the wind died 
to almost nothing. It was frustrating, but 
in beautiful sunshine we worked hard to 
keep the boat moving at a couple of knots 
to reach the finish before dark.

On reflection, my £80 provisioning 
was far too relaxed. With very light 
winds the passage could have taken twice 
as long, which would have left us hungry. 
Food planning took a back seat, with  
our priority being to make the boat race 
ready, including sanding the bottom to 
maximize our chances.

I was really hoping for a 1,000-mile 
spinnaker run on the return leg, but it 
was a very slow start. During the first 
night, the fleet almost sat still on a  
glassy Atlantic. Some of the solo boats  

in Class 4 dropped their sails for the 
night, though the two-handed boats 
didn’t: we gained a mile for 10 hours 
work! It was slow going for two days but 
finally we got 15 knots from the quarter 
and took off. It lasted a few days, but the 
forecast for the approach to the English 
Channel wasn’t good: headwinds. An 
easterly was funnelling out of the 
channel to make the last few hundred 
miles into a beat. Maverick is relatively 
slow so we mostly stuck to the rhumb 
line, not deviating to find better winds, 
but with the easterly we should have.  
It was a gamble. We should have run to 
Brest in the lighter headwinds of 15-20 
knots and taken the 30-plus knots on  
the beam across the channel. Instead, we 
ended up beating into 30-35 knots true. 
The shallower water of the English 
Channel meant the sea state was short 
and sharp. For every wave we sailed up 
there would be a moment of being 
airborne before slamming back down.

Apart from the final stretch into 
Falmouth, the sailing was fantastic  
with great spinnaker runs, headings  
and everything in between.

LESSONS LEARNED
• We should have fitted a new stove,  
as it failed after a few days. Cooking on 
top of a JetBoil was difficult while racing!
• A solid leeboard, rather than the 
makeshift one we had against the lee 
cloth while sleeping on the windward 
side, would have made sleeping more 
comfortable.
• Set up satellite communications, 
especially email, and routing software 
before leaving port. Although we 
obtained forecasts and race updates, 
we should have set up this beforehand 
so we could focus on racing.
• We should have trained together 
more, especially as Maverick has 
hanked-on sails. Our short qualifying 
passage was not enough time to  
get super fast at sail changes.
• Maverick has an Aries windvane,  
but in really light winds, especially with 
the spinnaker, the autopilot was used 
more. In a bigger sea, it was easier to 
link the autopilot onto the windvane, 
giving more reach with the tiller. This 
meant Maverick wouldn’t wander off 
course so much. It allowed us to carry  
a little more sail for longer and hold a 
straighter course.

OFFSHORE PREPARATION
Having completed the GGR, Maverick 
was very well set up, although we 
added wind instruments, a depth 
sounder, an autopilot and a chart plotter 
with AIS, which helped as our race 
tracker didn’t work. 

Much of the running rigging was 
replaced, and what wasn’t replaced was 
long enough to keep cutting a foot off 
when it became really worn. Going 
offshore, I like halyards, reef lines and 
sheets to be longer than needed, 
especially when space is an issue. 

Maverick’s coach roof was fitted with 
solar panels – a must for any offshore 
passage. Make sure they can withstand 
offshore conditions.
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SUSIE 
GOODALL
RUSTLER 36 MASTHEAD 

SLOOP, OHPEN MAVERICK

Position in race:  
1st in Class 4
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Susie Goodall felt she and
Mark should have trained
together more before the 
race start

RIGHT: Ohpen Maverick was 
well fitted out for offshore, 
having previously taken part 
in the 2018 Golden Globe 
Race. For the MailASail AZAB 
2019, the autopilot was 
linked to the windvanein 
bigger seas to give the tiller 
more reach.The bottom of the 
Rustler 36 was also sanded 



 H
aving already 
qualified for 
the 2020 
OSTAR I 
decided to 
race both legs 
of  the 
MailASail 

AZAB 2019 double-handed, to benefit 
from coaching by my more experienced 
partner, Rupert Holmes. 

Ideal conditions at the start gradually 
deteriorated and we were soon bashing 
upwind through three successive  
fronts and an increasingly chaotic sea, 
conditions which took a toll on the fleet.

We heard news of retirement after 
retirement, and diverted briefly for a 
friend’s Mayday, while another friend, 
who was concerned about his mast, 
made the difficult decision to turn back.

Just as well – a few days later saw us 
altering course to avoid the centre of 
Storm Miguel. The rest of the leg was a 
blur of squall after squall, followed by 
the predictable wind shutdown on the 
approach to the finish at São Miguel. 
After the relentless leg out we’d surely 
get an easy ride home, right?

In the first 36 hours we concentrated 
on keeping Zest moving in little wind,  
a task we relished, as we frequently  
make big gains this way. In a following 
breeze on the second night, we got ahead 
of all the other Class 
2 boats bar one,  
by hoisting our big 
spinnaker in the 
dead of night. 

The breeze 
freshened and we 
peeled to a small 
kite, continuing  
to make gains. We  
left it up too long, 
however, resulting  
in a messy takedown 
in which we tore  
the sail and lost a 

halyard. We were soon up and running 
again with the poled-out jib.

The forecasts suggested gale-force 
headwinds for the final stretch, so we 
planned to rest up for the final push.  
This was when the autopilot drive cable 
snapped, so I spent much of Sunday 
hand-steering while Rupert fitted a spare 
cable and recommissioned the pilot – 
tricky when downwind in 20 knots. 

The gale arrived quickly on Wednesday 
morning. We were soon down to three 
reefs and the heavy weather jib, and  
still over pressed. It was time for the 
storm sails. The final 30 hours saw a full 
beat into a Force 8 to 9. After nine-and-
a-half days, Zest surfed into Falmouth on 
a dark night at speeds up to 14 knots, still 
under storm sails. Fifth boat to finish,  
we were fourth overall on corrected time.

I will remember the MailASail AZAB 
2019 as the race that seemed to ask  
‘Are you REALLY up to the OSTAR?’.  
A timely test of strength for both Zest 
and for me.

LESSONS LEARNED
• Racing is a much more demanding 
test of both boat and crew than cruising. 
For instance, on the return leg we would 
have hoved to while replacing the pilot 
cable, making it an easy task. Equally 
instead of beating into the easterly gale 
at the end, we would have headed into 
Brest or Camaret. 
• The winner, Pierrick Penven, told me 
he let his autopilot drive 99.9% of the 
time. Know your pilot and its settings 
inside and out, look after it, and it will 
reward you.

OFFSHORE PREPARATION
I bought Zest to compete in the OSTAR, 
converting her from fully-crewed 
offshore to short-handed ocean racing. 

The main changes we made were 
aimed at making the boat easy to 
handle, with most tasks doable from  
the front of the cockpit. 

We put a lot of thought into 
redundancy of systems, as well as time 
to repeatedly check and double check 
all systems and rigging. The mast and 
standing rigging had already been 
replaced, but other work included:
new autopilot, with spare drive motor 
and drive cables, £3,000; reefing set up 
to allow mainsail to be reefed from 
cockpit, £500; non- overlapping blade 
jib on furler (easier to handle than the 
original big overlapping genoas), 
£2,500;removable inner forestay for 
heavy weather and storm jibs, £250; 
new instruments and plotter enabling 
navigation from cockpit and below,  
£2,500; new batteries plus several 
levels of charging redundancy, including 
a 100W solar panel, £1,250; wind-pilot, 
£2,500; Iridium Go satellite system, 
£700; Expedition weather routing 
program and laptop, £1,200; tools and 
spares, £500; Series drogue, £600; All 
Category 1 safety equipment required 
by the Offshore Special regulations, 
including: four-person liferaft, £1,200; 
EPIRB, £500; PLBs, £400; personal  
AIS, £400; radar reflector, £500; 
companionway shelter, £200.
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Kass Schmitt’s crash
helmet made it
easier to helm in
gales and squalls.
BELOW: Zest needed
to dry out in  Azores 

KASS 
SCHMITT
HUMPHREYS CUSTOM ZEST

Position in race:  
4th in Class 2
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Zest is set up for
shorthanded ocean racing



 I
t is 44 years since the 
inaugural running of the 
Azores and Back Race and  
I am having a pint with one 
of its founders in the Royal 
Cornwall Yacht Club bar, 
the relaxed and witty Colin 
Drummond. 

Reflecting on the early planning stages 
of the original race back in the early 
1970s, Colin tells me there had been  
talk in the yachting press about running 
an alternative, shorter version of the 
OSTAR with Corinthian competitors  
in mind, and ‘smaller’ boats, in contrast 
to the well-sponsored and comparatively 
longer boats that increasingly made  
up the OSTAR. 

Colin met with Chris Smith, Spud 
Spedding and Andrew Bray, then deputy 
editor of Yachting Monthly, which 
sportingly sponsored the first event.  
It was decided the race wouldn’t be 
shorter than the OSTAR and would  
start and finish in the same place. 
Falmouth was proposed and Colin 
presented the idea of hosting it to the 
Royal Cornwall Yacht Club. 

Of course there was no suitable buoy  
to send the fleet round in the Atlantic, 
and I can almost imagine Colin and his 
associates poring over a chart after a  
few drinks, with a pair of compasses  
set at about 1,250 nautical miles, and 
discovering the Azores. The finish line 
for the first leg of the race was agreed as 

Ponta Delgada on the 
island of  São Miguel. 

The 1975 AZAB was 
truly a different age: no 
GPS but navigation by 
sextant and chronometer, 
and no trackers, so loved ones were left 
in the dark. Colin, who took part in the 
first race, had no VHF radio. As he says  
it was a case of ‘Bye darling, I’ll ring you 
when I get there!’. 

We flick through the 1975 race 
programme, priced 10p, which shows  
the clear passage of time in terms of style 
of boat and style of hair. Other pictures 
reveal the colonial harbour front of 
Ponta Delgada, now much changed 
though still with obvious charm.  
At the time of the first AZAB there  
was no marina, no local yachts, no 
chandler, sailmaker or repair facilities.  
One picture reveals Clare Francis holding 
a trophy – a very tempting looking  
bottle of Champagne. 

I am drawn to a shot of a distinctively 
characterful bearded face which belongs 
to Octavio da Souza, a local character in 
1975 Ponta Delgada, and a welcoming 
figure and friend to countless AZABers 
over the years. Opposite him is a young 
boy with long dark hair, his son Marco. 
Sadly Octavio is no more, but Marco is 
now ‘Senhor Fixit’ in the port having 
started a boat repair and maintenance 
business in 1981. Marco is not alone in 
his hospitality. It is clear that the whole 

island provides a heartfelt welcome and 
often free service. Every AZAB fleet is 
similarly afforded memorable hospitality 
by the Clube Naval of Ponta Delgada, 
and the local admiral, who regularly rolls 
out a naval ship for the occasion.

Despite the advances in technology 
and boats, the ethos and Corinthian 
spirit of that original AZAB palpably 
endures in 2019, with competitors, 
particularly AZAB veterans, openly 
offering help, tips and advice to 
newcomers. It is an admirable trait  
all but lost to the professional world. 
Long may it endure.
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LEFT: Veteran racer Mervyn 
Wheatley in his Bowman 40 at the 
start of the MailASail Azab 2019

BELOW LEFT: Colin Drummond  
competed in the 1975 AZAB  
in Sleuth Hound. He fitted an  
oar to cope with the light  
breezes around the Azores 
 
BELOW RIGHT: Octavio da Souza 
and his son Marco in 1975. Octavio 
was pivotal at the Azores end in 
the early days of the race, an 
involvement his son now 
continues today
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Hugh Kellett (far right) with 
2019 entrants Susie Goodall 
(left) and Mark Slats (centre)

MailASail AZAB 2019’s publicity officer Hugh Kellett 

looks back at the early days of the race 

HISTORY OF  
THE AZORES & 

BACK RACE


